Glossary
The Glossary contains important social studies words and their definitions. Each word
is respelled as it would be in a dictionary. When you see this mark' after a syllable,
pronounce that syllable with more force than the other syllables. The page number at
the end of the definition tells where to find the word in your book.
add, ace, dire, palm: end, equal; it, ice; odd, open, order; took, pool;
up, burn; yoo as u in fuse; oil; pout; CI as a in above, e in sicken, i in
possible, 0 in melon, 1/ in circus; check; ring; thin; Hlis; zh as in vision
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Aborigine (a-ba-ri ja-ne) The name given to the
original inhabitants of Australia. p. 544
absolute authority (absa-loot a-thora-te)
A system
of government in which one person has complete
control. p. 94
absolute location (ab'saoloot lo-kashan)
Exact
location on Earth. p. 6
academy (a- ka da-me) A school offering instruction or
training in a special field. p. 261
acropolis (a-krapa-Ias)
A fort built on a hill. p. 250
A.D. (aode) Stands for anno Domini, a Latin phrase
meaning in the year of the Lord." This abbreviation
identifies approximately how many years have
passed since the birth of Jesus Christ, P: 66
adapt (a-dapt") To change in order to make more
useful. p. 6
afterlife (aftar- 11f) A life after death. p. 119
agora (aga-ra) An open-air market and gathering
place in many ancient Greek city-states. P: 251
agriculture (agri-kul-cher)
The raising of
domesticated plants and animals; farming. P: 63
alliance (a-Ir'ans) An agreement to cooperate. p. 604
ally (a Ti) A supporter. p. 134
altitude (al'ta·tood) Elevation. p. 36
ambassador (am-basa-dar)
A representative of a
government. p. 532
analyze (anal-tz) To break something down into its
parts to see how those parts connect, p. 3
ancestor (anses-tar)
A deceased relative who lived
longer ago than a grandparent. p. 151
animism (a-na-rni'zam)
A religious belief that natural
objects or physical features have spirits. P: 356
annex (a-neks) To add on. p. 125
apartheid (a-partat)
The former government policy
of South Africa that stressed the separation, or
"apartness," of races. p. 645
apostle (a-pasal) A person sent out to teach others.
p.302
aqueduct (akwa-dakt)
A system of bridges and canals
used to carry water to a city. p. 296
archaeologist (ar-ke-ala-jist) A scientist who locates
and studies the things left behind by people long
ago.p.58
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archipelago (ar- ko-pela-go)
A chain of islands. p. 461
arid (arad) Very dry, with little rainfall. p. 38
aristocracy (ar-a-sta 'kra-se) A wealthy ruling class.
p. 253
armada (ar-rnada)
A fleet of warships. p. 507
armistice (arrna-stas)
An agreement to stop fighting.
p. 607
arms race (arrnz ras) A competition among nations to
have the most weapons. p. 605
artifact (arta-fakt)
A human-made object, especially
from long ago. p. 56
artisan (arta-zan)
A person skilled i.n a craft, such as
carving. p_ 144
Asia Minor (azha rnrnar) The peninsula in
southwestern Turkey that forms the Asian
part of Turkey. p. 191
assassination (a-sas-an-ashan)
Murder for a political
reason. p. 605
assimilate (a-sirna-Iat)
The process in which the
cultural traits of newcomers to a country become
similar to those of the people already in the new
country. p. 147
astrolabe (astra-lab)
An instrument that helped
sailors navigate by using the positions of the stars.
p.503
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B.C. (be-se) Stands for "before Christ." p. 66
B.C.E. (be·seoe) Stands for "before the Common

Era,"
and refers to the same years as s.c. p. 66
band (band) A small group of people made up of
related families. p. 52
barbarian (bar-bare-an)
The name given to outsiders
by the ancient Greeks and later by the ancient
Romans. p. 255
barter (bartar) The exchange of one good or service
for another. p. 191
basilica (ba-sili-ka) A huge marble govenunent
building in ancient Rome. p. 294
Buddhism (boo'diozam) An ancient religion based on
the teachings of Siddhartha Gautama, who became
known as the Buddha. p. 211

comedy

bureaucracy

bureaucracy (byoo-rokra-se)
A network of specially
selected government officials. p. 95
burgher (burgar) A social class made up of middle
class workers such as merchants and craft workers.
p.487
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caliph (ka-Iaf") A successor to Muhammad. p. 422
capitalism (kapa-tal-iz-am)
An economic system
in which individuals invest money, or capital, in
businesses. p. 579
caravansary (kar-a-vansa-re)
An inn where desert
travelers found food and shelter. p. 449
caravel (kara-vol) A kind of ship that used either
square or lateen sails to travel long distances swiftly.
p,503
cardinal directions (karda-nal da-rekshanz)
The
main directions-north,
south, east, and west. p.A3
cartogram (karta-gram)
A diagram that gives
information about places by the size shown
for each place. p. 650
cartographer (kar-tagra-for)
A mapmaker, P: 450
cash crop (kash krop) A crop that is raised to sell to
others rather than to use at home. P: 585
caste (kast) A system in which a person's position
in society is determined by his or her birth into a
particular social class. p. 208
cataract (kata-rakt) A waterfall or a place in a river
where water runs rapidly over rocks. p. 120
cathedral (ka-thedral) A large Christian church.
p.484
Catholic (kathlik) A form of Christianity. p. 415
cause (k6z) An event or an action that makes
something else happen. p. 6
causeway (k6z'wa) A human-made land bridge. p. 378
cavalry (kavol-re) A group of soldiers who ride
horses or other animals to make swift attacks. P: 197
C.E. (se·e') Stands for "Common Era" and refers to the
same years as A.D. P: 66
census (sensas) A count of a country's people. P: 293
centralized government (sentra-Itzd guvarn-mant)
A form of government in which the national
government maintains the power. p. 101
ceramic (sa-ramik) A product such as pottery that is
made from baked clay. P: 132
ceremonial center (ser-a-mone-al sentar) An area
used for religious ceremonies by the ancient people
of the Americas. P: 157
chancellor (chansa-Iar) A prime minister of a country.
p,593
character (karik-tar) A symbol used in writing. p. 151
chariot (char'e·at) A two-wheeled, horse-drawn cart
used in ancient times to carry soldiers into battle.
p. 103

chinampa (che-nampa) A human-made island created
from a platform of woven reeds. Aztec farmers grew
vegetables on these "floating gardens." p. 378
Christendom (krisan-dam)
The community of
Christians from all kingdoms and nations. p. 339
Christianity (kris-che-ana-te) The religion based on
the life and teachings of Jesus Christ. p. 299
chronology (kra-naIa-je) A record of events in the
order in which they happened, p. 2
circle graph (surkol graf) A graph that shows
information by means of a circle divided into
parts; also called a pie chart. P: 426
circumnavigation (sur- kam -nav-a- ga' shan) A journey
around the world by ship, P: 506
citadel (sita-dsl) A large, fortlike structure. p. 145
city-state (site-stat) A city and its surrounding
farmlands, with its own government and
leaders. p, 73
civic participation (sivik par-tl-sa-pashan)
Concern
with and involvement in one's community, state,
nation, or world. p. 9
civics (siviks) The science dealing with the rights and
duties of citizens. p. 9
civil service (sival survas) The part of a bureaucracy
that oversees the day-to-day business of running a
government. p. 222
civilization (siv-a-Ia-zashan)
A society with
developed forms of religion, ways of governing,
and centers of learning. P: 73
clan (klan) A group of related families, p. 360
classify (klasa-ft) To sort or group. p. 162
climate (kltmst) The kind of weather a place has over
a long period of time. p. 34
climograph (klrma-graf) A kind of graph that shows
both the average monthly temperature and the
average monthly precipitation for a place. p. 354
code (ked) A set of laws written down in a clear and
orderly way. p. 101
codex (kodeks) A hand-lettered book of glyphs, used
by the Maya, that contains a record of such subjects
as religion and learning. p. 161
cold war (kOld w6r) A conflict between nations fought
with words and ideas rather than with soldiers and
weapons, p. 623
collective (ka -Iektiv) A large farm, sometimes owned
by the government, on which people work together
as a group. p. 622
colonization (ka-Ia-na-zashan)
To settle in a colony.
p.510
colony (kaIa-ne) An area of land ruled by a
government in another land. p. 190
Columbian exchange (ka-Ium De·an iks-chanj)
The movement of people, animals, plants, diseases,
and ideas between Europe and the Americas in the
1400s and 1500s. p. 513
comedy (kom'a·de) A play written to make an
audience laugh. p. 259
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command economy

descendant

. command economy (ka-rnand" i-kana-rne)
An
economy in which the government owns almost
all of the land and natural resources and makes
most of the decisions. p. 579
commerce (kamurs) The buying and selling of goods.
p. 188
commercial (ka-rnarshal)
Related to a trade center.
p. 143
communism (kamya-ni-zam)
A governing and
economic system in which all property and all
means of production belong to the people as a
group. p. 620
compass rose (kumpas roz) A direction marker on a
map. p. A3
complex society (kampleks sa-sta-te)
A social system
with a reliable food source and with established
laws, customs, and job specialization. p. 71
compromise (kampra-rntz)
To give up some of what
you want in order to reach an agreement. p. 104
concentration camp (kan-san-trashsn
karnp) A
guarded camp where prisoners are held. p. 616
confederation (kan-fe-da-rashan)
A loose group of
governments working together. p. 278
conflict (kan flikt) A disagreement between two or
more people or groups. p. 104
conformal proj ection (kan for' mal pra -jek shan)
A map projection that shows directions correctly
but distorts sizes, especially of places near the
poles. p. 542
Confucianism (kan-tyoosha-ru-zem)
The ideas of the
Chinese philosopher Confucius, which are used as a
guide for the way people should live. p. 220
conquer (kangkar) To take over. p. 98
conquistador (kan-kesta-dor)
A Spanish conqueror
who came to the Americas in search of gold. p. 510
consequence (kansa-kwens)
A result. p. 52
constitution (kon-sta-tooshan)
A written plan of
government. p. 566
constitutional monarchy (kon-sta-toosha-nal
manar-ke) A government with a written plan,
or constitution, that includes a monarch as a
ceremonial leader and a parliament or other
legislature to make the laws. p. 565
consul (kansal) One of two chief officials who held
office in the ancient Roman Republic. p. 279
containment (kan-tanrnant)
The policy of preventing
a country from gaining control of another country.
p.626
continental drift (kan-tan-ental
drift') The
continuing movement of continental plates. p. 21
contour line (kantoor lIn) On an elevation map, a line
that connects all points of equal elevation. p. 154
coureur de bois (koo-rurda bwa ') A term that means
"runners of the woods," referring to French trappers
who traded with the Native Americans. p. 514
courier (koore-ar) A person who delivers messages.
p.199

covenant (kuva-nant)
An agreement. P: 181
crop rotation (krop roota'shan) A farming method
in which the kinds of crops planted in a field are
alternated every year to help keep the soil fertile.
p.573
Crusades (krooosadz') A series of wars fought
between Christians and Muslims in the Middle
Ages over control of the Holy Land. p. 485
crusader (kroo-sa'dar)
A Christian soldier who fought
to free the Holy Land from Muslim Turks in the
Middle Ages. p. 485
cultivate (kulta-vat) To prepare and use soil for the
growing of crops. p. 62
cultural borrowing (kulchral bar/a-wing) The taking
of culture traits from one culture for use in another.
p.158
culture (kulchar) A unique way of life that sets a
group of people apart from others. p. 8
culture trait (kul char trat") A characteristic of a
culture. p. 160
cuneiform (kyoo-nea-form)
A form of ancient writing
in southwestern Asia. p. 95
current (kurant) A giant stream of ocean water. p. 27
czar (zar) A Russian title meaning "Caesar," or ruler.
p.620
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daimyo (dtme-o) A local noble in feudal Japan. p. 368
Daoism (doui-zam)
A philosophy that teaches that
the key to long life and happiness is to accept life
as it is. p. 223
decimal system (desa-mal sistam) A counting system
based on the number 10. p. 246
decipher (de-sifar) To interpret the meaning of
something. p. 137
decree [di-kre) An official order or decision made by
a ruler. p. 108
deity (de'aote) One exalted or revered as supremely
good or powerful, such as a god. P: 119
delta (dena) A triangle-shaped piece of land built
from soil deposited at the mouth of a river. P: 24
demagogue (de'ma-gag) A bad leader. p. 260
demand (di-rnand ') The amount of a good or a service
that people are willing to buy at a given price. p. 579
democracy (di-rnakra-se)
A governing system in
which a country's people elect their leaders and
rule by majority. p. 253
demographer (di-magra-fer)
A geographer who
studies human populations. p. 647
deposition (de-pa-zishan)
The process of dropping,
or depositing, sediment in a new location. p. 24
descendant (di-sendant)
A person who is descended
from a certain ancestor. p. 52

fault

desertification

desertification
(di ° zur- ta ° fa ° ka' shan) The long-term
process in which fertile land is changed into desert.
p.41
detente (da-tant) A relaxing of tensions. p. 630
developed country (di-velapt kuntre) A country
with a well-established economy and, generally,
containing all four forms of industry. p. 640
developing country (di-vela-ping kuntre) A country
whose economy is still being built. p. 640
dhow (dou) An Arab sailboat. p. 457
Diaspora (dt-aspa-ra) The settling of Jews outside of
ancient Israel. p. 184
dictator (dikta-tor) A ruler with absolute authority.
p.279
diffuse (di-fyooz) To spread or scatter widely. p. 264
diplomat (dipla-rnat) A person skilled in developing
treaties between nations. p. 458
disciple (di-sipal) A follower of a religion. p. 301
distortion (di-storshan) An area that is not accurate
on a map projection. p. 542
division of labor (da-vizhan av la bar) The sharing
of large jobs so that each worker does only part of
the work. p. 93
doge (doj) A leader in an Italian city-state. p. 466
domesticate (da-mesta-kat)
To tame plants or
animals for human use. p. 60
dominant (darna-nant) More powerful. p. 245
drainage basin (dranij basan) The land drained by a
river system. p. 30
dreamtime (dremtrm) An ancient time, according to
Australian Aborigines, when spirits created the land
and gave all things in it to the people. p. 544
drought (drout) A long period of time in which little
or no rain falls. p. 42
dynasty (drnas-te) A series of rulers from the same
family. p. 121
.
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earth lodge (urth laj) A round log home covered with
packed earth. p. 392
.economic system (ek-a-namik sistam) The way
a country produces and uses goods and services.
p.578
economics (ek-a-narniks) The study of the way that
goods and wealth are produced, distributed, and
used. p. 10
economy (ioka'naome) The way people use resources
to meet their needs. p. 10
edict (e'dikt) A conunand or decree. p. 214
editorial cartoon (eodaoWr'eoal karotoon') A cartoon
that represents the artist's point of view about
people, cunent events, or politics. p. 570
effect (io£ekt') The result of an event or action. p. 6

embargo (im ° bar' go) A limit or ban on trade. p. 467
emissary (erna-ser-e) A person sent to represent
another person or COW1try.P: 367
empire (emprr) Vast lands and varied people that
come under control of a single government. P: 99
encomienda (en-ko-me-enda) A system in which
Native Americans had to work for European
colonists and accept their religion. P: 514
enlightenment
(in-Ittan-rnant) A complete
understanding
of truth. p. 210
Enlightenment
(in-Irtan-mant) A movement that
began in France in the 1700s and focused on ways
to create a government that protected the rights of
individuals. p. 564
entrepreneur
(an-tra-pra-nur")
A person who starts
and runs a business. p. 575
environment (en-vrran-rnant)
Surroundings. p. 40
envoy (envoi) An official or messenger sent by a
government to do business with another. P: 413
epic (epik) A long story-poem. P: 248
equal area projection (ekwol ~lr'eoa pra-jekshan)
A
map projection that shows the sizes of regions in
correct relation to one another but distorts shapes.
p.542
equator (i-kwatar) An imaginary line that circles
Earth halfway between the North Pole and the
South Pole. The line divides Earth into the Northern
Hemisphere and the Southern Hemisphere. p. 32
erosion (i-rozhan) The carrying away of land by
forces of nature. p. 24
ethnic cleansing (ethnik klenzing) The forcing out or
killing of certain ethnic groups. P: 655
evidence (eva-dans) Proof. pp. 2,58
exile (egzil) The condition of being forced to live in
another place. P: 184
Exodus (eksa-das) The journey of Moses and the
Israelites from Egypt, through the desert, and back
toward Canaan, as described in the Bible. P: 182
expedition (ekspa-dishan)
A journey or an
exploration. p. 268
export (eksport) Goods sent to other places for sale.
p. 70
extinct (ik-stingfk)t") No longer living; died out. P: 52

fact (fakt) A statement that can be proved true. P: 336
factory (fak'taore) A large building where goods are
made. p. 574
fascism (fa' shi ° zom) Poli tical ideas that stress strong
government control, military strengtl1, and intense
nationalism. p. 613
fault (felt) A crack in Earth's crust along which
movement occurs. p. 22
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republic

. federal republic (feda-rel ri-pu'blik) A form of
government consisting of three branches-one
to make the laws, one to interpret them, and
one to enforce them. P: 567
federation (fe-da-ra'shan) A union of groups or states
under a central authority. p. 360
feudalism (fyoo' del-i -zam) A political system of
exchanging land for loyalty and protection. p. 219
filial piety (file-al pI'aote) Fulfilling one's duty to
one's parents by being respectful to them. p. 220
flow chart (flo chart) A drawing that shows the order
in which things happen. p. 282
forum (foram) A public square in ancient Rome.
p.294
frame of reference (tram av refa-rens) A general
viewpoint that shapes a person's opinions and
feelings about issues. p. 186
free enterprise (he entor-prtz)
An economic system
in which people choose what to make, sell, and buy,
without government control. p. 579
fresco (fresko) A picture painted on wet plaster. p. 216
.~ ,
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GDP Ge de pe) Gross domestic product, or the total
value of the goods and services produced in a
country. p. 640
genocide (jena-sid) The killing of an entire group of
people. p. 616
geography Geoa'graofe) The study of Earth's physical
and human features. p. 6
glacier (gIa'shar) A thick mass of slow-moving ice.
p.23
gladiator (glade-a-tar)
In ancient Rome, a slave or
prisoner who fought, often to the death, for the
entertainment of others. P: 296
global economy (global i-kana-me) The trade of
goods and services around the world. p. 636
glyph (glif) A picture-symbol that represents an object,
an idea, or a sound. p. 160
Gospels (gaspslz) The first four books of the New
Testament, which describe Jesus Christ's life and
teachings. p. 304
government (guvern-rnent) An organized system
that groups of people use to make laws and
decisions. p. 9
granary (grana-re) A building in which grain is
stored. p. 145
Great Depression (grat di-preshan)
The economic
decline during the 1930s that was the worst in the
world's history. P: 608
Greek fire (grek fir) A chemical mixture, used by
the Byzantine navy, that caught fire when it was
ignited. p. 463
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grid system (grid sistam) The north-south and
east-west lines on a map that cross each other
to form a rectangular pattern. p. A2
guild (gild) A trade association that set standards
for the quality of goods and fair labor practices.
p.487

Hansa (hansa or hanza) A group of northern
European merchants who worked together to
protect themselves. p. 466
heir (ar) A person who has the right to another
person's property or title. p. 125
heresy (hera-se) The denial of the beliefs of a church.
p.499
heritage (hara-tij) A set of ideas that have been
passed down from one generation to another. p. 8
hieroglyphics (hi-ra-glifiks)
A writing system in
which pictures or symbols stand for sounds, words,
orideas.p.122
Hinduism (hindoo-i-zam)
A religion native to India,
featuring belief in many gods and reincarnation.
p.208
historical empathy (hi-stori-kal empe-the) The
understanding of the actions and feelings of people
from other times and other places. p. 3
history (hista-re) The study of people and events of
the past. p. 2
Holocaust (hola-kost) The mass killing of millions of
Jews and other people by the Nazis during World
War II. p. 616
human feature (hycoman fechsr) A building, a
bridge, a farm, a road, or people themselves. p. 6
human rights (hyoornan rIts) Freedoms that most
societies believe all people should have. p. 644
humanism (hyoo'man-iozam) A way of thinking that
focuses on the ideas and actions of individuals.
p.491

icon (Tkan) A holy picture of Jesus Christ or of a saint.
p.415
immunity (i-mycona-te)
Resistance to disease. p. 513
imperialism (im-pire-al-i-zem) The practice by a
country of acquiring more lands, establishing
colonies, and controlling the colonies. p. 584
import (import) A good brought in for sale from
another place. p. 70
independence (in-da-pendans)
The freedom to
govern oneself. p. 134
indigenous (in odi ja-nas) Native to a place. p. 512

Indochina

Indochina (in-do-chrna) A peninsula in Asia that
includes the present-day countries of Vietnam,
Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, Myanmar, and part
of Malaysia. p. 541
indulgence (in-duljans) A purchased pardon for sins.
p.498
r' Industrial Revolution (in-dustre-sl re-va-Icoshan)
The period of technological advances, beginning in
the 1700s, that forever changed the way people live
and work. P: 572
infantry (infan-tre) Soldiers trained to fight mainly
on foot. p. 197
inflation (in-fla'shan) A continuing increase in the
price of goods and services. p. 612
innovation (i-na-va'shan) A new way of doing things.
p.92
innovator (ina-va-tar) A person who thinks of new
ideas and invents new technologies. p. 572
inscription (in-skrip'shan) A written message etched
into a long-lasting surface. p. 144
inset map (inset map) A small map inside a larger
map. p. A2
intermediate direction (in-tar-mede-at
da-rekshan)
A direction that is midway between two cardinal
directions-northeast,
northwest, southeast, and
southwest. p. A3
Internet (intar-net) The system that joins computers
around the world for the exchange of informa tion.
p.641
inundation (inan-da-shan) The yearly time of
flooding in ancient Egypt. p. 118
irrigation (ir-a-gashan)
The use of connected ditches,
canals, or pipes to move water to dry areas. p. 41
Islam (is-lam") The religion of Muslims, based on
belief in one God, or Allah. p. 421
isolation (t-sa-Ia'shan) Separation from others. p. 529

Jainism (jini-zarn) A religion based on the belief
that every living being has a soul and a temporary
physical body. p. 210
.Janissary (jana-ser-e) A member of a well-trained
group of soldiers who served in the Ottoman army.
p.537
jizya (jizya) A special tax paid to the Ottoman
government by non-Muslims so that they could
follow their own religions and religious leaders.
p.536
Judaism (joo'da-i-zam) The religion of the Jewish
people. p. 182
junk (jungk) A large wooden ship of Chinese origin
with four-sided sails. p. 458
Justinian Code (ja-stine-an kod) A set of laws, written
by the Byzantine emperor Justinian, that served the
Byzantine Empire for hundreds of years. p. 413

long house

kaiser (ktzar) The German word for emperor. p. 594
kami (karne) In the Shinto religion, a belief that
spirits live in all natural things. p. 366
kastom (kastam) A system of behavior in the Pacific
Islands, based on customs and traditional beliefs.
p.546
khan (kan) The title given to strong Mongol leaders
who sometimes brought rival clans together and
created almost unstoppable fighting forces. p. 430
khanate (ka 'nat) A region in the Mongol Empire
having its own leader, or khan, and government.
p.432
knight (nit) A son of a noble, b:ained as a soldier to
provide protection for a feudal lord. p. 485

labor union (labar yoon'yan) A group of organized
workers whose goal is to ensure good working
conditions and fair treatment by employers. p. 581
laissez-faire (le-sa-far ') A government policy of
letting an economy continue without interference.
p.579
land use (land yoos) The way most of the land in a
place is used. p. 446
lateen sail (laoten' sal) A triangle-shaped sail that
enables a ship to travel into the wind. p. 457
latitude (Ia'tao tood) Distance north or south of the
equator. p. 32
lava (lava) Magma that has broken through Earth's
crust and is on the surface. p. 23
league (leg) A group of allies. p. 257
legacy (lega-se) Anything handed down from an
ancestor. p. 268
Legalism (le'ga-Ii-zam) Chinese teachings that say
that people obey their rulers out of fear, not out
of respect. P: 221
legend (le'jand) A story handed down from earlier
times. p. 148
liberate (Iiba-rat) To set free. p. 615
livestock (Ilv'stak) Domesticated animals, such as
cattle, sheep, and pigs, that provide a resource. p. 61
locator (lo'kaotar) A small map or a picture of a
globe that shows where the area represented on
a larger map is located in a state, in a country,
on a continent, or in the world. p. A2
loess (Ies) Sandy, yellow, fertile soil. p. 148
Long March (long march) Mao Zedong and his
followers' 6,000-mile (9,656-km) journey across
China away from Nationalist forces. p. 625
longhouse (long-hous) A Native American rectangular.
house made of wood frames covered with bark and
shared by several families. p. 391
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longitude (Ianja-tood)
Distance east or west of the
prime meridian. p. 32
longship (longship) A narrow, flat-bottomed boat
used long ago by the Vikings. p. 341
loyalty (loial-te) Devotion to or supportive of
someone or something. p. 325

magma (magrna) Melted rock within Earth. p. 22
Magna Carta (magns karta) The document that
English nobles forced King John to agree to in 1215,
limiting the king's power. p. 488
mandate (mandat)
An order for or a right to
something. p. 153
Manifest Destiny (rnana-fest desta-ne)
The belief,
shared by many Americans in the 1800s, that the
United States should one day stretch from the
Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean. p. 595
manor (manar) A large plot of land made up of
forests, meadows, farmland, a village, a church,
and the house or castle of the noble who owned
it all. p. 334
manor system (manar sistam) An economic system
of exchanging land use and protection for goods
and services. p. 334
mansa (mansa) The title for a ruler in the Mali
Empire of western Africa. p. 443
map key (map ke) The part of a map that explains
what the symbols on the map stand for; sometimes
called a map legend. p. A3
map scale (map skill) The part of a map that compares
distance on the map with distance U1 the real world.
p.A3
map title (map tttal) The words on a map that
describe the subject of the map. p. A2
market economy (markit i-kana-me) An economy in
which the people, not the government, own and
control businesses. p. 579
martyr (martar) A person who willingly suffers or
dies for his or her beliefs. p. 303
medieval (me-deval) Relating to the period of time
from about A.D. 500 to A.D. 1000. p. 338
merchant (murchant)
A person who buys and sells
goods to make a living. p. 96
mesa (rnasa) A flat-topped hill with steep slopes.
p.393
Mesoamerica (mezc-a-meri-ka) The region that
includes Mexico and Central America; also called
Middle America. p. 376
messiah (ma-sta) A person sent by God to bring
justice to the world. p. 301
metropolitan area (me tra opa 'lao tan ar'eoa) A city and
all the suburbs around it. p. 45
migration (rru-grashan)
The movement of people
from one place to another. p. 44
0
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militarism (miIa-ta-ri-zam)
A nation's interest in
armed power. p. 605
minaret (mi-na-ret") A tower connected to a mosque,
from which the faithful are called to prayer five
times a day. p. 425
mineral (min'rol) A natural resource found ill rocks.
p. 133
miniature (mine-a-choor) A very small painting or
picture. p. 539
missionary (misha-ner-e)
A person sent somewhere
else to teach about a religion. p. 214
mitima (mida-rna) The Incan practice of sending
conquered people to live ill different places, away
from their homelands. p. 387
mixed economy (rnikst i-kana-rne) An economy that
combines free enterprise and government control.
p.638
modify (rnada-fl) To make a change ill.p. 6
monarchy (manar-ke) The system of government in
which a king or a queen rules. p. 94
monastery (rna "ne-ster-e) A place where a religious
group resides; a center of Christian life. p. 339
money economy (mune i-kana-rne) An economic
system based on the use of money instead of barter.
p. 192
monopoly (ma-napa-le)
Complete control or
ownership. p. 413
monotheism (rnana-the-i-zsm)
A belief in one God.
p. 181
Monroe Doctrine (man oro' daktran)
A government
plan of action issued by President James Monroe
declaring that the United States would go to war to
stop European expansion ill the Americas. P: 588
monsoon (man-scon") A strong seasonal wind that
brings heavy rains. p. 147
mosque (mosk) An Islamic house of worship. P: 425
movable type (rnoova-bal tIp) Letters and numbers
made from individual pieces of metal that can be
positioned to form rows of words. P: 494
mummy (mume) A preserved body. p. 120
Muslim (muslam) A follower of Islam. p. 421
mutiny (myoo'taone) to rebel against the leader of
one's group. p. 586
mythology (mi-thala-je)
A collection of myths, or
traditional stories, handed down from generation
to generation. p. 245
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nationalism (nash' a ° na -Ii ° zam) A strong feeling of
loyalty to a nation or country. p. 592
nation-state (nashan-stat)
A region with a united
group of people and a single government. p. 120
nirvana (nir-vana) In Buddhism, a state of complete
bliss that is free from all passion, desire, and
suffering. p. 211

\

population distribution

noble

noble (no bal) A person of high rank or title in a
society. p. 196
nomad (no' mad) A person without a permanent
home. p. 61
nome (nom) An ancient Egyptian district. p. 126
nonviolence (nan -vta-Ians) A peaceful way to bring
aboutchange.p.210
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oasis (ooa'sas) A place in the desert that has a
dependable source of water. p. 69
obelisk (oba-Iisk) An ancient stone monument; a tall,
slender stone pillar with four sides and a pointed
top. p. 133
obsidian (ab-si'de-an) A volcanic black rock often
used by ancient people to make tools. p. 69
oligarchy (ala-gar- ke) A system in which a small
group controls the government. p. 252
Open Door policy (0' pan dor pa 'la se) A policy tha t
gives all countries an equal opportunity to trade
freely in a certain place. p. 588
opinion (a-pinyan) A statement of belief or judgment.
p.336
opportunity cost (aoparotoo'naote kost) The cost of
giving up something when choosing something
else instead. p. 454
oracle bone (ora-kal bon) A bone or shell that
contains ancient Chi.nese writing. p. 151
oral history (or'al hista-re) Accounts told by people
who did not have a written language or who did
not write down what happened. p. 2
orthodox (ortha-daks) In religion, supported and
accepted by tradition. p. 414
outrigger (outri-gar) A wooden frame placed on the
side of a boat or canoe to keep the craft steady in
rough seas. p. 460
overpopulation (o-var-pop-ya-lashan)
The condition
of having too many people living in one place.
p.351
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paddy (pade) A walled wet field in which rice is
grown. p. 366
palisade (pa-Is-sad") A wall made of sharpened stakes
made from tree trunks, built to protect a Village
from enemies or wild animals. p. 392
papyrus (pa-ptras) A paperlike material on which
ancient Egyptians wrote; made from reeds that
grow i.n the Nile River. p. 122
parallel time line (para-Iel tim lIn) A grouping
of time lines that display different kinds of
information for the same period of time. p. 66

passport (pasport) A document giving a person
permission to travel abroad. p. 451
pastoral society (pasta-ral sa-sta-te) A group of
people whose way of life depends on herding. P: 61
patent (patont) A legal document stating that only the
inventor has the right to make and sell his or her
new product. p. 574
patriarch (patre-ark) A church leader. p. 415
patrician (pa-trishan)
A descendant of Rome's
earliest settlers. p. 279
patriotism (patre-a-ti-zam)
Love of one's country.
p.297
patron (patran) A wealthy person who pays artists or
writers to produce their works. P: 258
peacekeeping force (peske-ping fors) Troops whose
job it is to keep the peace. p. 655
peasant (pezant) A poor person who lives on and
farms the land. p. 218
penal colony (pe nal ka 'la ne) A settlemen t for
criminals; a prison colony. p. 545
persecute (pursi-kyeot)
To seek out and punish
people. p. 303
perspective (par-spekriv) A certain point of view. p. 3
pharaoh (fero) A ruler of ancient Egypt. p. 126
philosopher (fa-Iasa-far) A person who studies the
meaning of life; a thinker. p. 219
physical feature (fizi-kal fechar) A feature such as a
landform, a body of water, or a resource that has
been formed by nature. p. 6
pictograph (pikta-graf) A drawing or symbol used to
represent a word or an idea. p. 95
plague (plag) A deadly sickness or disease. p. 260
plantation (plan-tashan)
A huge farm. p. 526
plebeian (pli-bean) A member of the common people
of ancient Rome. p. 280
plunder (plundar) To take goods by force. p. 431
point of view (point av vyoo) A person's set of beliefs
that have been shaped by factors such as whether
that person is old or young, male or female, or rich
or poor, or by the person's culture, religion, race,
or nationality. p. 418
policy (pala-se) A plan of action. p. 253
polytheism (pale-the-i-zam) A belief in many gods.
p.200
pope (pop) The leader of the Roman Catholic Church.
p.305
population cartogram (pa-pya-lashan
karta-gram)
A diagram that shows which countries have many
people and which have few people. p. 650
population density (pa-pya-Iashan densa-te) The
average number of people living on a square unit
of land. p. 46
population distribution (pa -pya-Iashan
dis-tra-bycoshan)
The way people are spread out
in different places throughout the world. p. 40
0
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.population pyramid (pa -pya-Iashan pira-rnid)
A graph that shows how a country's population
is divided by age and by gender (male or female).
p.534
portico (porti-co) A covered walkway. p. 327
preamble (pream-bal) An introduction; the first part.
p.566
predict (pri-dikt) To tell ahead of time what will
happen. p. 118
prediction (pri-dikshan)
A decision about what may
happen next, based on the way things are. p. 306
primary source (primer-e sors) A record made by
people who saw or took part in an event. p. 4
prime meridian (prIm rna-ride-an)
The meridian
marked O· longitude. It runs north and south
through Greenwich, England. p. 32
principle (prinsa-pal) A rule or code of conduct;
a belief. p. 101
projection (pra-jekshan)
One of many different views
showing round Earth on a flat map. p. 542
propaganda (pra-pa-ganda)
The spreading of
information, ideas, or rumors to help or hurt a
cause. p. 613
prophet (pra 'fat) A person who others believe speaks
or writes with a message from God or a god. p. 200
prosperity (pra -spera-te) Economic success or wellbeing. p. 124
Protestant (pratas-tant)
Term that describes the
Christian churches that were formed as a result of
protests against the Roman Catholic Church. p. 500
province (pravans) A self-governing region. p. 285
purge (purj) To carry out a government order to kill or
imprison citizens who oppose the government. p. 623
pyramid (pira-mid) A stone structure having a square
base and triangular sides that come to a point at the
top and used as a burial place for a dead ruler. p. 123
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Quechua (kech'a-wa) The Inca language. p. 387
quinoa (kenwa) A high-protein grain grown by the
ancient Incas. p. 384
quipu (ke'poo) Colored knotted strings used by the
Incas for recording information. p. 388
Qur'an (ka-ran or ka-ran) The holy book of Islam.
p.421
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rain forest (ran forast) A wet land with thick
vegetation and tall trees that block the sunlight.
p.38
rain shadow (ran shado) The drier side of a
mountain. p. 37
Raj (raj) British rule of the Indian subcontinent. p. 586
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rajah (ra ja) An Indian prince. p. 212
raw materials (ro ma-tire-alz)
Natural resources that
can be made into useful products. P: 446
recession (ri-seshan) A period during which an
economy stops growing. p. 637
reclaim (ri -klam) To take back, as the surrounding
environment can do to human-made structures.
p. 161
Reconquista (ra-kon-kesta)
The plan to make Spain
all Catholic; also called the Reconquest. P: 486
Reformation (re-for-mashan)
A Christian movement
that began in sixteenth-century Europe as an
attempt to reform the Roman Catholic Church;
resulted in the founding of Protestantism. P: 501
regent (rejant) A person who governs in place of a
ruler. p. 368
region (rejan) An area on Earth whose features make
it different from other areas. p. 6
regulate (regya-lat) To control according to a set of
rules. p. 143
reincarnation (re-in-kar-nashan)
The belief that the
soul lives on after death and returns to life in a new
body. p. 208
relative location (rela-tiv 10·kashan) Where a place
is in relation to other places. p. 6
relief (ri-Ief") A wall carving that stands out from the
surface of a building. P: 109
relief map (ri •let' map) A map that shows the
differences in height or depth of hills, valleys,
and other physical features. p. 154
Renaissance (rena-sans) The time from about 1400 to
1600 in which Europeans entered a new age of
thought, learning, art, and science; a French word
meaning "rebirth." P: 490
republic (ri-publik) A form of government in which
the citizens elect representatives to make and
enforce the laws. p. 279
reservoir (reza-vwar) A human-made lake. p. 31
resurrection (re-za-rekshan)
A rising from the dead.
p.302
revolution (re-va-Iooshan)
A sudden change in the
way people think and act. p. 564
rift (rift) A crack in the Earth's crust. p. 30
river system (rivar sistam) A river and all its
tributaries. p. 29

saga (saga) An adventure story about the brave deeds
of people. p. 341
salvation (sal- va' shan) The saving of the human. soul
from evil with a promise of happiness after death.
p.300
samurai (sama-rt) A Japanese warrior. P: 368
Sanskrit (sanskrit) A language of India, first spoken
by the ancient Aryans. p. 209

tide

savanna

savanna (sa-vana) A grassy plain. p. 349
scale (skal) The relationship between the distances on
a map and the actual distances on Earth. p. 382
scholar (skaIar) A person seeking knowledge. p. 269
scientific method (st-an-tifik methad) A system of
observing and experimenting to determine whether
an idea should be accepted as true. p. 494
scribe (skrib) A person who writes things for others.
p.109
secondary source (sekan odaroe sors) A record of an
event made by someone who was not there at the
time. p. 4
self-sufficient (self-sa- fi'shant) Able to provide for
one's own needs without help. P: 335
senate (senat) A council of representatives. p. 279
sepoy (sepoi) An Indian soldier led by British officers.
p.586
serf (surf) A peasant who worked on a manor. p. 335
Shii (shea) The second-largest branch of Islam,
whose followers stay loyal to the descendants of
the fourth caliph, Ali, of the eighth century. p. 423
Shinto (shinto) A religion of Japan. The word means
"the way of the gods." p. 366
shogun (shogan) In Japan, a leading general who
held all the authority. p. 369
siege (sej) A long-lasting attack. p. 432
Silk Road (silk rod) An overland trade route that
linked China with Europe. p. 223
slash and burn (slash and burn) To cut and burn
forestlands to gain new farmland. p. 65
smelt (smelt) To melt an ore to obtain its metal. p. 350
social class (soshol klas) A group that has a particular
level of importance in a society. p. 96
socialism (sosha-Ii-zarn)
An economic system in
which a government owns and runs all industries,
p.581
society (sa-sta-te) An organized group of people
living and working under a set of rules and
traditions. p. 8
soviet (sove-et) An elected govenunent council in a
communist country. p. 622
specialize (spesha-Itz) To work at only one kind of
job. p. 57
. standardize (standar-dtz) To make all things of a
certain kind alike. p. 152
standing army (stan/ding arme) An army with paid,
full-tune soldiers. p. 99
staple (stapsl) Any food or other common item that is
used regularly. p. 357
star path (star path) The way stars seem to move
because of Earth's rotation. p. 461
steppe (step) A semi-dry plain with grasses and
thorny plants. p. 420
strategic (stra-tejik) Of great importance. p. 248
strike (strtk) The action of refusing to work until
certain requirements are met. p. 581

subcontinent
(sub kantan -ant) A large land area
isolated from the rest of a continent. p. 142
sultan (sultsn) A monarch in a Muslim country long
ago.p.523
Sunni (soo'ne) The largest branch of Islam, whose
followers accept the changing dynasties of the
Muslim Empire of the eighth century. p. 423
superpower (soo'par-pou oar) A nation that is one of
the world's most powerful nations. p. 626
supply (sa-plt) The amount of a good or a service
offered for sale. p. 579
surplus (surplas) An extra supply. p. 93
Swahili (swa he'Ie) The Bantu-speaking people and
the Bantu language of eastern Africa. p. 522
synagogue (sina-gag)
A Jewish house of worship.
p.185
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tabu (taoboo') Forbidden. p. 546
tariff (tarat) A tax on goods or services. p. 442
taxation (tak-sashan) The practice of requiring people
to pay for the running of their government. p. 100
technology (tek-nala-je) The use of skills and
knowledge to make the work of everyday life
easier. p. 53
telecommunication
(te-Ii ka-myoo-na- ka'shan)
All the electronic ways of sending and receiving
information across distances. p. 640
telescoping time line (tela-skop-ing tim lin) On a
tune line, a blown-up section that gives a closer
view of one time period. p. 224
temperate (tempa-rat) Neither very hot nor very cold.
p.35
Ten Commandments
(ten ka-mandrnants)
A set of
laws for responsible behavior that, according to
the Bible, were given to the Jewish people by God.
p.182
terrain (ta-ran) The physical features of land. p. 386
territorial expansion (ter-a-tore-al ik-spanshan) The
adding of new lands. p. 341
territory (tera-tor-e) A large division of a country that
does not have the same rights of self-government as
the rest of the country. p. 109
terrorism (terar-i-zam) The deliberate use of violence
to further a cause. p. 656
textile (tekstil) Cloth. p. 573
thematic map (thi-rnatik map) A map with a specific
theme or topic, such as population, culture, or
history. p. 46
theory (thea-re) A possible explanation or unproved
assumption, p. 20
tidal wave (tldal wav) A giant ocean wave. p. 28
tide (tid) The regular, rhythmic rise and fall of ocean
waters. p. 28
0
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time zone (tim zon) A division of Earth in which all
places have the same time; the time is different from
that in other time zones. p. 590
totalitarian (ro-ta -la-tere-an) Having complete
control over people's lives. p. 623
totem pole (totam pol) A tall wooden post carved
with shapes of animals and people and representing
a family's history and importance. p. 395
trade agreement (trad a·gre'mant) An agreement
between countries to lower tariffs, or taxes, on
goods traded between them. p. 639
trade route (trad root) A path that traders use as they
exchange goods. p. 133
trade-off (trad'of) Giving up of one thing in order to
get another. P: 454
trading network (trading netwark) A system in
which buyers and sellers from different places can
exchange goods. p. 136
traditional economy (tra-dishnal i-kana-me) An
economy that does not change much over time and
is based mainly on farming. p. 578
traditions (tradi-shanz)
Customs or beliefs handed
down from generation to generation. p. 186
tragedy (tra'ja-de) A serious play with an unhappy
ending. p. 259
travelogue (trava-Iog) A book about travels. p. 435
treaty (tre'te) An agreement between nations about
peace, trade, or other matters. p. 452
trench (trench) A deep ocean valley. p. 27
trend (trend) The way something changes over time.
p.618
triangular trade (trt-angya-Iar trad) A system in
which traders exchanged goods for slaves in Africa,
sold the slaves for products from plantations in the
Americas, and then sold the products in Em-ope.
p.526
tribune (tri byocn) A plebeian official who could
attend meetings of the senate in ancient Rome.
p.280
tributary (tri'bya-ter-e) A small river that feeds into a
larger river. p. 29
tribute (trioyoot) Required yearly payments from one
ruler or country to another, more powerful ruler or
country. p. 198
triumvirate (trt-emva-rat)
A group of three rulers
who share power. p. 288
tropic (tra 'pik) An area on Earth at or near the
equa tor, between the Tropic of Cancer and the
Tropic of Capricorn. p. 35
tundra (tundra) A flat and treeless plain of frozen
ground. p. 395
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turning point (turning point) A single event that
causes important or dramatic change. p. 214
typhoon (lI·foon') A huge storm with heavy rains
and high winds. p. 434
tyrant (tr'rant) A cruel ruler. p. 152

urban planning (ur ban planing) A plan or thought
for the design of a city. p. 145
urbanization (ur-ba-na-zashan)
The movement of
people from the countryside to the cities. p. 45

vandal (vandel) Someone who purposely damages
property; the word comes from the Vandals, a
Germanic tribe that attacked Rome and stole
valuable items. p. 332
vegetation (ve-ja-tashan)
Plant life. p. 37
vernacular (vor-nakya-Iar) The everyday language of
people. p. 491
veto (ve'to) To stop or reject the actions of another.
p.279
virtue (vurchoo) A right action; a good quality. p. 153
vizier (va-zir) The chief adviser to an ancient
Egyptian pharaoh. p. 125

warfare (wor 'fer) A military activity undertaken by
one nation to weaken or destroy another. p. 106
warlord (worIord) A person who commands a small
army. p. 624
water cycle (wotar sikal) The circulation of water
from Earth's surface to the atmosphere and back.
p.28
weathering (wetaar-ing)
The wearing away of rock
through some kind of motion. p. 23
wigwam (wigwarn) A round, bark-covered Native
American shelter. p. 391
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ziggurat (ziga-rat) A tall stepped tower built by the
ancient Sumerians as a temple to a god. p. 71

